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Cellophane
Ladyhawke

Cellophane - LADYHAWKE 
Tabbed by: A-Dollar
any questions/comments email me - addpumpkin@yahoo.com
Standard Tuning.

Chords:
   C#   F    F#   G#  A#
e|------------------------------|
B|------------------------------|
G|-6----------------------------|
D|-6----3----4----6---8---------|
A|-4----3----4----6---8---------|
E|------1----2----4---6---------|

C#     F F#     G# C#

                  F F#   
No sleep tonight, We re on the night train
                     G# C#
To anywhere but here, 
                 F F#
It takes us far, Into a fantasy
                             G# A#
Where all the good things are

And it all makes sense when we close our eyes
                        G# F#                            G# C#
 Cause we are looking through pink cellophane, cellophane
                                       F F# 
All those years we spent running away, we never knew
G# C#
That it was meant to be
F F#
That it was meant to be

No time to find, We re always losing

Without a single care

It makes us fear, We re in a movie scene
                        G# A#
And nothing else is real



And it all makes sense when we close our eyes
                        G# F#                            G# C# 
 Cause we are looking through pink cellophane, cellophane
                                       F F# 
All those years we spent running away, we never knew
G# C#
That it was meant to be
F F#                   G# C#
That it was meant to be

                                       F F#
All those years we spent running away, we never knew
G# C#
That it was meant to be
F F#                   G# C#
That it was meant to be

A#
And it all makes sense when we close our eyes
                      G# F#                              G# C#
 Cause we are looking through pink cellophane, cellophane

F F#     G# C#   F F#

G# C#
That it was meant to be
F F#
That it was meant to be
G# C#
That it was meant to be
F F#
That it was meant to be
G# C#
That it was meant to be

No sleep tonight, We re on the night train 

Thats pretty much it, my first ever tab/chord thing ever so be kind people! I d 
like to dedicate this to G-Diddy, the biggest  Hawke fan i know.


